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Comprehensive, accessible, and fully illustrated--this
commentary on Romans is a must-have resource. You want a
deeper understanding of the Scriptures, but the notes in your
study Bible don't give you enough depth or insight. This
commentary was created with you in mind. Each volume of
The Baker Illustrated Bible Commentary is a nontechnical,
section-by-section commentary on one book or section of the
Bible that provides reliable and readable interpretations of the
Scriptures from leading evangelical scholars. This informationpacked commentary will help you gain a deeper
understanding of the Bible in your own personal study or in
preparation for teaching. It tackles problematic questions,
calls attention to the spiritual and personal aspects of the
biblical message, and brings out important points of biblical
theology, making it invaluable to anyone seeking to get the
most out of their Bible study.
Make Bible study a part of your daily life with the thorough yet
easy-to-read commentary that turns complicated theology into
practical understanding. The second edition of Believer's
Bible Commentary is a one-volume guide that helps the
average reader develop basic knowledge of the Bible. This
commentary, written by the late William MacDonald, explores
the deeper meanings of every biblical book and tackles
controversial issues from a theologically conservative
standpoint while also presenting alternative views. Serving as
a friendly introduction to Bible study, Believer's Bible
Commentary gives clarity and context to scripture in easy-tounderstand language. Features: Introductions, notes, and
bibliographies for each book of the Bible A balanced
approach to linguistic studies and useful application
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Comments on the text are augmented by practical
applications of spiritual truths and by a study of typology,
where appropriate Colorful maps of the Holy Land and other
useful study helps Can be used with any Bible translation but
is best used with the New King James version
Tony Evans is one of the most influential church leaders of
our time and has been studying and preaching the Gospel for
over 50 years. He is senior pastor of Oak Cliff Bible
Fellowship in Dallas, TX and founder of The Urban
Alternative, a ministry which promotes a kingdom agenda
philosophy designed to enable people to live all of life
underneath the comprehensive rule of God. The Tony Evans
Bible Commentary includes an introduction to each Bible
book followed by passage-by-passage exposition of the entire
Bible by Dr. Tony Evans. In addition, there is a special front
matter section with introductory resources. The insights in this
commentary will help explain God’s Word in a fresh way.
Applying these truths will empower readers to have
transformed lives that then transfer the values of the kingdom
of God to others. The Tony Evans Bible Commentary features
the highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian
Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible
to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity,
making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-changing
message and to share it with others.
What every disciple is called to is as radical as it comes. For
more than half a century, practicing and proclaiming biblical
discipleship has been the author's heart-beat. This is that
life's ministry captured for you in a book.
Believer's Bible CommentarySecond EditionThomas Nelson
Christians in the twenty-first century need encouragement
and inspiration to lead lives that honor God. When faith is
weak or the pressures of the world seem overwhelming,
remembering the great men and women of the past can
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inspire us to renewed strength and purpose. Our spiritual
struggles are not new, and the stories of those who have
gone before us can help lead the way to our own victories. 50
People Every Christian Should Know gives a glimpse into the
lives of such people as Charles H. Spurgeon, G. Campbell
Morgan, A. W. Tozer, Fanny Crosby, Amy Carmichael,
Jonathan Edwards, James Hudson Taylor, and many more.
Combining the stories of fifty of these faithful men and
women, beloved author Warren W. Wiersbe offers today's
readers inspiration and encouragement in life's uncertain
journey.
First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Born the son of a clergyman on October 18, 1662, Matthew
Henry was ordained into the British Presbyterian Church
where he held the pastorate in Chester from 1687 to 1712.
He was widowed, married again and had 10 children, three
whom died in infancy. Henry died in 1714. Henry began work
on his commentary as "Notes On The New Testament" in
1704 and the monumental work was completed shortly before
his death in 1714. Remembered as a caring pastor, a
passionate lover of the Word of God, and a man of great
personal integrity, Matthew Henry has left his mark on the
hearts of countless Christians who seek a deeper
understanding of the riches that Scripture contains. This
edition of Matthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible
uses the King James text and is abridged from the original six
volumes while faithfully retaining all of the vibrant themes of
that classic work. Everything here is in Matthew Henry's own
words and nothing relevant to today's reader has been
omitted.

Here is a practical Systematic Theology written in a nontechnical and easy-to-read style so that the major
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doctrines of the Christian Faith are made plain to the
ordinary reader.It is written from a Reformed and
Baptistic perspective.
Here is the first one-volume evangelical Wesleyan
commentary on the entire Bible. Nearly 50 Wesleyan
scholars collaborated on this landmark aid to pastors,
Sunday school teachers, Bible study leaders, and
college and seminary students.
Here in two volumes is all the exciting, life-changing truth
of the Scriptures wrapped in the warm, personal wisdom
of one of America's best-known Bible teachers, Dr.
Warren W. Wiersbe. Pastors, teachers and Bible
students of all ages can study the Bible in easy-to-read
sections that emphasize personal application as well as
biblical meaning. Developed from Dr. Wiersbe's popular
"Be" series of Bible study books, this commentary set
carefully unpacks all of God's Word in two volumes, with
Bible images, maps and charts not available before,
introductions and outlines for each book of the Bible, and
a searchable CD-ROM for easy research and study.
Features and Benefits Trusted Author: Warren Wiersbe
is known and respected throughout the evangelical world
as one of the most effective Bible teachers of our time,
because of his ability to combine clear biblical truth and
personal application. Convenient Format: This twovolume commentary set covers every book of the Bible
using content from the popular "Be" series of study
books plus additional information and features. Broad
Use: This commentary will appeal not only to pastors
and teachers who want trustworthy content, but also to a
broad range of lay people who want to personally study
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God's Word and benefit from the lifelong wisdom from
Dr. Wiersbe. Free CD-ROM: Volumes can be purchased
separately, but the two-volume set includes a free PC
CD-ROM with the complete text accessible for easy
research and cross-referencing.
For Ingest Only - Data needs to be cleaned up for all
products being loaded
Can the Bible be approached both as sacred scripture
and as a historical and literary text? For many people, it
must be one or the other. How can we read the Bible
both ways? The Bible and the Believer brings together
three distinguished biblical scholars--one Jewish, one
Catholic, and one Protestant--to illustrate how to read the
Hebrew Bible/ Old Testament critically and religiously.
Marc Zvi Brettler, Peter Enns, and Daniel J. Harrington
tackle a dilemma that not only haunts biblical scholarship
today, but also disturbs students and others exposed to
biblical criticism for the first time, either in university
courses or through their own reading. Failure to resolve
these conflicting interpretive strategies often results in
rejection of either the critical approach or the religious
approach--or both. But the authors demonstrate how
biblical criticism--the process of establishing the original
contextual meaning of biblical texts with the tools of
literary and historical analysis--need not undermine
religious interpretations of the Bible, but can in fact
enhance them. They show how awareness of new
archeological evidence, cultural context, literary form,
and other tools of historical criticism can provide the
necessary preparation for a sound religious reading. And
they argue that the challenges such study raises for
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religious belief should be brought into conversation with
religious tradition rather than deemed grounds for
dismissing either that tradition or biblical criticism.
Guiding readers through the history of biblical exegesis
within the Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant faith
traditions,The Bible and the Believer bridges an age-old
gap between critical and religious approaches to the Old
Testament.
As more and more Christians are involved in teaching in
their churches, there is a need for an accessible,
engaging commentary that can enhance their
understanding of Scripture and aid their teaching. The
Baker Illustrated Bible Commentary is that resource. This
nontechnical, section-by-section commentary on the
whole Bible provides reliable and readable
interpretations of the Scriptures from forty-two leading
evangelical scholars. The Baker Illustrated Bible
Commentary is a complete revision of the well-known
Baker Commentary on the Bible edited by Walter Elwell,
now featuring new articles and vibrant full-color images
on more than 1,800 pages, complete with photos, maps,
and timelines to illustrate the text. This informationpacked commentary helps readers gain a deeper
understanding of the Bible. Beyond that, it includes
practical applications for spiritual and personal guidance,
making it invaluable to any believer seeking to get the
most out of their Bible study. Pastors and others in
teaching ministries looking for a one-volume, evangelical
commentary on the Bible will value this resource.
We live in an age of scepticism. Our society places such
faith in empirical reason, historical progress, and
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heartfelt emotion that it's easy to wonder: why should
anyone believe in Christianity? What role can faith and
religion play in our modern lives? In this thoughtful and
inspiring book, pastor and New York Times bestselling
author Timothy Keller invites sceptics to consider that
Christianity is as relevant now as ever. As human
beings, we cannot live without meaning, satisfaction,
freedom, identity, justice and hope - and Christianity
provides us with unsurpassed resources to meet all
these needs. Written for both sceptic and believer,
Making Sense of God shines a light on the profound
value and importance of Christianity in our lives.
HELP FROM EXPERT SCHOLARS IN
UNDERSTANDING THE SCRIPTURES • What does
That verse mean? • How should I interpret this
passage? • What is the significance of this word or
phrase in Hebrew or Aramaic? • How do Bible-time
customs help me understand the meaning of this
passage? • How does the information on the author,
historical background, and features of a Bible book help
interpret that book? The Bible Knowledge Commentary
answers these and other questions about the Scriptures,
discussing all the Bible verse by verse and often phrase
by phrase. In addition, maps, charts, and diagrams help
you grasp the meanings of the biblical text. Unlike most
others this commentary is by authors from one school Dallas Theological Seminary. The Bible Knowledge
Commentary - popular in style and scholarly in content will deepen your understanding of God's written Word

In this fascinating and highly readable book, the
author presents an array of evidence--from creation,
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providence, and redemption--that God is the most
wonderful Person in the universe. Know His better,
love Him more through this stirring real-life drama all
around us.
In this hard-hitting and controversial book, the great
Chinese writer and preacher Watchman Nee states
that a Satanic power is behind every worldly thing
and that the natural tendency of every worldly
system such as politics, education, literature,
science, art, and music is to move away from God
and toward Satan.
This book is a clarion call for all Christians to follow
their Master's command and to Be Holy. In the world
of today, where holiness is set aside and considered
outdated, the vital truth of holy living by the Christian
has never been more relevant. Christlikeness
produces holiness, and Mr MacDonald stresses its
importance as he looks at every area of the Christian
life. This book makes compelling and searching
reading for those who are serious about obeying The
Forgotten Command: Be Holy.
An abridgment of the critically acclaimed Expositor's
Bible Commentary, this Gold Medallion-winning
resource gives you in two volumes all the essential
information and practical insights of the original
twelve-volume set while trimming off cumbersome
technical details.
Now you can study the Bible with the faculty of the
Moody Bible Institute! Imagine having a team of 30
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Moody Bible Institute professors helping you study
the Bible. Now you can with this in-depth, userfriendly, one-volume commentary. General editors
Michael Rydelnik and Michael Vanlaningham have
led a team of contributors whose academic training,
practical church experience, and teaching
competency make this commentary excellent for
anyone who needs help understanding the
Scriptures. This comprehensive and reliable
reference work should be the first place Sunday
school teachers, Bible study leaders, missionaries,
and pastors turn to for biblical insight. Scripture
being commented on is shown in bold print for easy
reference, and maps and charts provide visual aids
for learning. Additional study helps include
bibliographies for further reading and a subject and
Scripture index. The Moody Bible Commentary is an
all-in-one Bible study resource that will help you
better understand and apply God's written revelation
to all of life.
Every moment, every dollar, every talent given to us,
if squandered on ourselves, will end up in the fire (1
Cor. 3:13). But the same resources offered to the
Lord in the name of Christ, will be accepted by God
as a fragrant reminder of His Son's sacrifice. How do
we come to the point of such commitment? This
book gives the happy secret of the life on fire for
God.
Must we live ho-hum, hum-drum lives, talking and
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singing Christianity on Sunday but living the rest of
the week in a spiritual desert? Is it possible to live
above the average? This collection of true-life stories
will not only thrill you to read, but can provoke you-in
a good way-"to love and good works" (Hebrews
10:24). These are the accounts of ordinary people
who want God to do extraordinary things through
them. And He will! Paul knew the secret when he
wrote about such a God who "is able to do
exceeding abundantly above all we ask or think"
(Ephesians 3:20).
The MacArthur Bible Commentary treats every
passage of the OT and NT phrase by phrase, with
hundreds of word studies as sidebars throughout.
A comprehensive verse-by-verse commentary for lay Bible
students, fully highlighted by articles, maps, charts, and
illustrations-all in one volume. Clear and Comprehensive:
Annotations by leading evangelical scholars don't dodge
tough issues; alternative views are presented fairly, but
commentators make their positions clear. Attractively
Designed: Graphics appeal to the sound-bite generation and
others who aren't traditional commentary readers. Interesting
and Revealing: Hundreds of feature articles that provide
additional information or new perspectives on a topic related
to Bible background. Visually Appealing: Maps, drawings, and
photos illuminate the commentary and visualize important
information.
You will gain greater knowledge of God's attributes and
cultivate the attributes you share with God in your daily
Christian life./ Be encouraged to worship God more sincerely,
to trust Him more wholly, to serve Him more faithfully and to
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seek to be more conformed to Him in all your ways
Written for people from every walk of life, the Believer's Bible
Commentary: Old Testament is clear and understandable
enough for everyday use, yet provides plenty of resource
material for more advanced students, as well as preachers,
teachers, missionaries, and writers.
If you are looking for Bible study tools that are compact, easy
to understand and do not require a Bible degree to use, then
Zondervan’s Essential Bible Commentary for you. The
Essential Bible Commentary is designed for Bible college
students, Sunday School teachers, pastors wanting a quick
reference resource, and anyone else interested in learning
more about the background and meaning of the Bible.
Arranged according to the books of the Bible for ease-of-use,
this one volume commentary provides insights into the
history, events, people and places found in the stories of
Scripture. Compact in size but big in content, this reference
tool will make a wonderful gift for all ages and will appeal to
students of the Bible for years to come. (For use with any
translation of the Bible.)
Are you ready for eternity? If so, are you helping others get
ready for that journey into eternity that each of us must take?
As believers, we all know we should tell others about the
Lord, but we often don't know how. This practical book will
give you ideas for starting conversations, examples of
witnessing situations, and answers to common questions, to
help encourage, challenge, and equip you to reach both
friends and strangers for Jesus the rest of your life! Publisher.
The Africa Bible Commentary is a unique publishing
event—the first one-volume Bible commentary produced in
Africa by African theologians to meet the needs of African
pastors, students, and lay leaders. Interpreting and applying
the Bible in the light of African culture and realities, it
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furnishes powerful and relevant insights into the biblical text
that transcend Africa in their significance. The Africa Bible
Commentary gives a section-by-section interpretation that
provides a contextual, readable, affordable, and immensely
useful guide to the entire Bible. Readers around the world will
benefit from and appreciate the commentary’s fresh insights
and direct style that engage both heart and mind. Key
features: · Produced by African biblical scholars, in Africa, for
Africa—and for the world · Section-by-section interpretive
commentary and application · More than 70 special articles
dealing with topics of key importance in to ministry in Africa
today, but that have global implications · 70 African
contributors from both English- and French-speaking
countries · Transcends the African context with insights into
the biblical text and the Christian faith for readers worldwide
A classic, one-volume commentary written with an
uncompromising commitment to the inspiration, authority, and
integrity of the Scriptures.
There are those who believe they can save themselves and
those who believe they need a Saviour. This book offers 100
biblical reasons why a true believer cannot be lost.

A one-volume commentary, written and edited by
South Asian Biblical scholars on all the books of the
Bible.
In 1975, the boldest, most extensive project in
modern Bible publishing history began. 130 Bible
scholars, pastors and communicators gathered with
one goal in mind - to preserve the accuracy,
authority and beauty of the King James Version
while updating the language for modern readers.
This book offers an insightful glance into the history
of this event as only the Executive Editor, Arthur L.
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Farstad can tell. If you've ever thought that a room
full of biblical scholars sorting through Hebrew and
Greek was boring, then think again. Revealing the
pain staking progress that each member of the
committee made over the seven-year process, three
distinct sections guide the reader through the
purpose of the NKJV translation: Part One: Accuracy
Part Two: Beauty Part Three: Completeness
#1 in the Saxon mystery series. Introducing
L.A.-based private eye Saxon. A transplanted
Easterner trying to make it as an actor, Saxon stays
solvent (and sane) between roles by running an
investigating agency. When someone takes a
potshot at famous pulp detective writer Buck
Weldon, Saxon agrees to help—especially after
meeting Weldon’s tall blonde daughter. Turns out,
the writer’s enemy list is longer than some of his
novels and is headed by his agent, his publisher,
and one of the biggest producers in Hollywood.
Baffling leads involve a major cocaine dealer and a
professor specializing in private eye literature.
Saxon’s investigation takes him from Westwood to
Palm Springs and back to the San Fernando Valley
before its violent culmination in a backwater Mexican
village on the Baja peninsula.
This book will bring into clear focus some of the most
important teachings in the Word of God, such as: the
three tenses of salvation; position and practice;
indwelling, baptism, and filling; Israel, the Kingdom,
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and the Church.
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